Celebrity Couple Predictions:
Gwen Stefani, Serena Williams
and Nicole Scherzinger

B
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If you’re looking for the latest celebrity news and romance
rumors, you’ve come to the right place! Below, I consider the
future of three celebrity couples, two new pairs and one onagain, off-again duo.

Get the Latest Celebrity News on

Blake Shelton and Gwen Stefani
Blake Shelton and Gwen Stefani : When it was announced that
Gwen Stefani and Gavin Rossdale were getting a celebrity
divorce, it wasn’t a big surprise. Throughout their marriage,
there were cheating rumors on Rosedale’s end — and where
there’s smoke, there tends to be fire. Good for Stefani for
doing what she needed to do to get out of their marriage and
get on with her life. Besides, she’s as hot as ever; she will
land another lover…which brings us to her new romance with
Blake Shelton.
Related Link: Gwen Stefani Drops New Music Video About
Celebrity Divorce
If ever someone needed to have fun after ending a marriage,
it’s the pop star. Looks like Shelton is the right partner in
crime! I don’t see this relationship and love as a longlasting one though. It’s simply two people coming together to
heal as they put their marriages behind them. After Shelton,
Stefani will move on to a new guy who is a little younger and
wants to settle down.
Serena Williams and Alexis Ohanian: It seems like any man that
the tennis star speaks to for more than five minutes gets the
title of “boyfriend.” Currently, that man is Alexis Ohanian,
the co-founder of Reddit. Rumor has it that they were seen
holding hands after one of her workouts. However, I have to
ask: Is there even one photo of this celebrity
couple together? It’d be nice to have a little proof that they
have been in the same room at the same time! Unfortunately,
Williams tends to keep her personal life to herself, so it may
a while before we get the true scoop on this pair.
This relationship looks like a casual one, though it could
very easily turn out to be the real deal. They’re both at the
top of their field; they both have their own money; and
they’re both good-looking. It’s a grand slam.

Shoshi’s Prediction for Celebrity
Exes Nicole Scherzinger and Lewis
Hamilton
Nicole Scherzinger and Lewis Hamilton: These two make one hot
famous couple. When they walk a red carpet, people have to fan
themselves. That being said, it’s not all hearts and flowers
between them. They have broken up and gotten back together so
many times that they probably don’t know which date to use as
their anniversary.
Related Link: Nicole Scherzinger and Lewis Hamilton Become
Celebrity Exes Again
Besides their six-year age difference, there seems to be a lot
of physical distance. Scherzinger lives in Los Angeles, while
Hamilton lives in Monaco. It’s being said that the distance is
causing a strain on the relationship and love. Plus, there’s
the fact that Hamilton won’t marry Scherzinger. Put all of
that together, and it screams hot mess.
One of them is going to have to put an end to all of the
celebrity break-ups and make-ups. From what I see, it will
have to be Scherzinger. It looks like they want different
things from their relationship. If no one is willing to move
to make this relationship work, it doesn’t stand a chance.
For more information on Shoshi, click here.
What celebrity couples do you want to see predictions for
next? Tell us in the comments below!

